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This Lab is for Inventor users who are looking to simplify workflows, data processing and proprietary
designs. One improved tool for Inventor has been through Autodesk Labs and is now in 2014. The Simplify tool is
leaner than Shrink Wrap and yet produces well derived components. Come join others that are incorporating simplistic
methodologies into their workflows. Intelligent referencing can and will assist in the heavy upper loads for large
assemblies. Combinations of iParts and iAssemblies will also be included. A discussion of forethought will take place
during this hands-on class. The lab will begin with a short lecture, turn into workflow layout methodology and end with
Inventor modeling. The intent is to understand best practices for utilizing components and assemblies in a manner that
benefits time (productivity) and information in regards to drawings. Workflow Chart...

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:





Explain what the Simplification tool does
Set a workflow diagram
Apply the benefits derived workflow
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Opening Statement
My ideology of this lab/lecture was predicated on 2013 and Simplification in Autodesk Labs. With the
technology from Autodesk Labs, processes and workflows were created based on certain methodologies
(for Manufacturing) of Simplification and how the tools/features could benefit the product design. After
2014 was released, the changes of simplification needed to be addressed and procedures altered, but not
the methodologies..
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Overview
There are a number of ways to describe “Simplification”, so let’s
start with the following:
“Work simplification can be described as the intelligent use of wellestablished human patterns to encourage and expedite the finding
and implementation of more efficient work methods.”
This hands-on lab/lecture and paper are directed at 3D CAD
simplification in a manufacturing realm and how a team can
design and document as one with fluent collaboration. When creating a new product, there are designs
within design that are proprietary and cannot be compromised. With 3D and 2D Cad tools there are
plenty of ideas to create and share information. Today, we are specifically talking about how to utilize
processes and ideologies of Autodesk Inventor 3D and sprinkle in some Vault along the way.
I would like to impress this on you first… In order to figure out best practices, we must first think… So,

Questions:
1. What is the best practice to simplify cad data for manufacturing work on a multifaceted team?
2. How can you lighten the data structure of large assemblies?
3. What procedures are in place to protect proprietary designs?
This hands-on lab touches on how to use Autodesk Inventor software to simplify workflows, data
processing, and proprietary designs using the Inventor Simplification feature.
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Explain what the Simplification tool does
Have an understanding of the Simplify tool
The simplification tool is a process feature of Inventor that utilizes the derived methodologies of 3D
modeling. In the past there was shrink wrap (still is a feature) and as typical early versions go, it was in
need of refinement. Simplification first appeared in Autodesk labs 2013 and eventually passed all tests
and is now intertwined into Inventor 2014. The ribbon is compact and leaner than shrink wrap and
essentially is simpler.
Autodesk Inventor began a process of derived components in early version and called it “Shrink Wrap”.
As there have been a number of thought process derived methodologies using variations of features and
tools, the original “Simplification” tool concept in Autodesk Labs had an easy feature process for creating
Manufacturing files. As shrink wrap was conceived in the same manor, it’s under lying features were not
as quick or visually easy.
The simplification and shrink wrap tools are essential processes of deriving components into other
components. When large Assembly files are present, they become difficult to process with a typical
hardware setup. Processor speed usually slows down with large data sets and therefore alters the
production time of Cad users. Utilizing a derived methodology, techniques can be created to assist Cad
users to produce the designs quicker. The Simplification tool is a technique for deriving components for
light assemblies and also multiple uses of data in other areas with added Cad users interacting with the
data.
This conversation is in regards to Manufacturing and shrinkage of files, multi-use of data, hiding
proprietary designs and BOM Assemblies.

2013 Inventor
Let’s talk about “Simplification” that is in labs for 2013 Inventor:
When “Simplification” was introduced in Labs last year it
showed that Autodesk’s feedback in regards to “Shrink Wrap”
was not overly favored. From this author’s perspective, the
condensed easy look and feel was positive.
The features are as follows:

On the Assembly file level:
o

o

o

Include Components
o This is the first plan of action to take. This allows the user to choose which components
are included into the simplified part. Choices can be made either from the graphics
screen or the browser.
o There is also a range band that allowed for options in choosing what to include and/or
exclude.
Define Envelopes
o Create basic mass of X, Y, Z or circular areas with no detail.
o Created for mass studies and or mass/volume to deign around.
Combine Components
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o

o

Essentially this is the feature process that creates a Derived Component/Part file. The
component file is based upon the inclusions that were made in the first step and are
represented in the Simplification View Rep.
Edit View Rep
o Unique to 2013 feature only: This feature specifically manipulates the “Simplification”
view representation that was created through these processes.

On the Part file level:
o

o

Caps
o

Unique to 2013 (Manufacturing): An interesting quick
feature/tool that contains a couple of options for filling openings
and/or holes. Options include choosing individual openings,
auto select and a range band.
o This is the area that really identified a simplistic part that may or may not have the
opening filled.
o Specific techniques can apply to methodologies for downstream use (i.e. proprietary
exclusions, a solid single component).
Editable
o Reflects changes to the original derived component
 Manual Update
o Use Substitute
 Locks the derived file from automatic
updates and speeds the file generation

Tips and Tricks:
o
o
o

The derived component can be created in a number of ways, but utilizing these Simplification
tools allows for creative procedures and methodologies
The range band (2013) allows for unique choices in quickly assessing external components
o The range bands can also be found in the Shrink Wrap tool(s)
Patch major holes to create a solid taking away any interior designs

2014 Inventor
Let’s talk about “Simplification” for 2014 Inventor. Autodesk
added the feature from labs to the program for 2014 release.
The changes from labs to product essentially are about BIM.
The Caps feature was removed and another set of tools for
BIM translation was introduced.
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The features are as follows:

On the Assembly file level:
o

o

o

o

Include Components
o This is the first plan of action to take. This allows the user to choose which components
are included into the simplified part.
o Choices can be made either from the graphics screen or the browser.
Define Envelopes
o For basic mass of X, Y, Z or circular areas with no detail.
o Created for mass studies and or mass/volume to deign around.
o BIM
Combine Components
o Essentially this is the feature process that creates a Derived Component/Part file. The
component file is based upon the inclusions that were made in the first step and are
represented in the Simplify01 View Rep.
o Multiple Simple View Reps can be created.
There is no longer an “Edit View Rep”
o To edit the user must right click and choose “Edit Include Components”
o There is NOT a ribbon icon and there is no short cut unless you edit and customize the
command with key
strokes.

On the Part file level:
o
o
o

Revit Feature Recognition (Architectural 3D intelligent parts)
Recognition of Revit Features
BIM Exchange (Building Information Models)

Detailed definition (Included Components)
Include Components 2013
o

o

Marking Menu: this menu contains tools for
visualization and specific picking methods.
There also is a button to allow typical
occurrences to be chosen
If you leave the default as Show All and start
choosing parts in the graphics window, those choices will turn
a highlighted blue
o Pick single objects one at a time
 Use the Ctrl key to assist in removing single
picks
 Picks can occur in the graphics area or the
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browser
You can choose objects one at a time or window objects. Windowing objects has the two
typical types of crossing or windowing
External picking is a technique
that works with a range finder
and is mostly use on large
Assemblies
o Grab the rubber band
and drag to the right… You will see that files are being chosen
o Based on how the assembly was created, there may be internal components that you do
not want and you will deselect by changing back to single pick and holding down the Ctrl
key while selecting
o

o

Include Components 2014
o

o
o

Marking Menu: this menu contains tools for visualization and
specific picking methods. There is also a button to allow typical
occurrences to be chosen
The far right button is an undo step
If you leave the default as Show All and start choosing parts in the
graphics window, those choices will turn a highlighted blue
o Pick single objects one at a time
 Use the Ctrl key to assist in removing single picks
 Picks can occur in the graphics area or the browser
o

You can choose objects one at a time or window objects.
Windowing objects has the two typical types of crossing or
windowing

o

Change the View All to either “Include” or “Exclude” and that
then will change the wording below to state “Select to Include” or
“Select to Exclude” which is a visualization technique

o

Specify priority type by Part, Component or Parent
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Exercise
Steps to follow: 10-15 minutes
1. Open Assembly MA1773-77-300.iam from C:\Datasets\Tuesday\MA1773-L\Designs\MA1773-L
2. Look over Assembly and Bill of Material (BOM)
a. This is a detailed part
3. Expand the Representations in the Browser
a. Expand View: Default
i. Notice that there is only the “Default” view rep

4. Switch to the Simplify Ribbon

5. Choose Included Components
a. Min-Toolbar appears
b. The default is View All and states “Select to Include”
c. Pick to add a check mark in the “Select All Occurrences box

6. Select on screen MA1773-60-1:1 with a single pick and notice the red then highlighted blue when
chosen
7. Select in the browser MA1773-05:1
8. Expand

and select

a. Notice that now underneath it states
9. Choose on screen the front plate MA1773-03:2 and watch it disappear
a. This is a technique that allows visual acceptance of correct choices
10. Choose on screen MA1773-08-01:12; MA1773-08-01:11; MA1773-08-01:10
11. Rotate model to the other corner
12. Pick all endplates (3) similar to step 10
13. Rotate to the back left corner
14. Choose each orange strip
15. Finally choose from the browser the top component, tube bundle
a. Right click and choose OK
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a. See that now the viewable entities are only the choices that you made.
b. All other components are visibly off
c. The Work Planes may appear…
i. View Ribbon, turn off all work features
16. Editing the View Rep
a. Be careful NOT to use the “Include Components” tool again. This will create a new
Simple View 1
b. The Best practice is to Right Click and choose “Edit Include Components”

17. Change the Mini-Toolbar to View Included
18. Choose on screen the 3 orange components
a. Watch as they disappear
19. Pick OK
20. Save As MA1773-77-300-E1.iam
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Detailed definition (Envelopes)
Envelopes 2013
o The creation of Envelopes is a general boxed and/or circular representation of the mass/volume
o

o

area
A typical technique is to mix and match the two methods
of rectangular and circular features and also mix with
Included components
All Envelope features are Assembly level features

Envelopes 2014
o The creation of Envelopes is a general boxed and/or
o
o
o

circular representation of the mass/volume area
A typical technique is to mix and match the two methods of rectangular and circular features and
also mix with Included components
All Envelope features are Assembly level features
The Min-Toolbar contains buttons for
o Boundary Type (Box or Cylinder)
o Priority (Part, Components, Parents)
o Select All Occurrences
o As Occurrence (Material or Color choice)

Exercise
Steps to follow:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Continue with Assembly MA1773-77-300-E1.iam
Keep Activated Simplify View 1 (view rep)
Choose the Define Envelope Icon
Pick the front plate with handles
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5.
6.
7.
8.

a. A bounding box appears that sizes to the maximum extents
b. Arrows on each face allow for size changes
Choose the Apply button
in the Min-Toolbar
Choose plate MA1773-60-1:1
a. Rotate to back right cormer
Pick the arrow head facing the back (turns red)
An alternate min-toolbar will appear
a. A face constraint tool
Or

b. A specific dimensional size
9. Pick the constraint icon in the min-toolbar and then the back plate face
a. The min-toolbar will state 41.570 in
10. Pick OK
11. In The Browser right click on Envelope 2
a. Chose Edit Envelope
b. Choose same arrow as previous
c. Pick constraint from min-toolbar and pick the
inner face of MA1773-60-1:1
d. Pick OK
12. Choose Define Envelopes Icon
13. Pick MA1773-05:1 and then the arrow pointing towards MA1773-60-1:1
a. Add to dimension window 40.2 in
b. Pick OK
14. Option:
a. Edit Include Components
b. View All
c. Remove all highlighted items with a ctrl key from the browser
i. *** This is a technique to eliminate Proprietary components
d. Pick the three orange components to include again
i. Pick OK
e. Define Envelopes Icon
f. Choose the top orange
g. Grab the arrow and drag down 18 in.
h. Pick OK
i. Edit Include Components
j. Deselect the three orange components
k. Edit Envelope 4
l. From mini-toolbar choose a Champion Blue and pick OK
15. Pick the Home View and Save As MA1773-300-E2
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Detailed definition (Create Simplified Part)
Create Simplified Part 2013
o Derived to a New Part Template
o Project file structure
o The file is created from the Simplified
o

o
o

View Rep in the Assembly file
Choose a name for the simplified part
file.
o An example is to add _Simplify to the end of the name
o This differentiates it from the other file, yet has a property
scheme for searching in Vault
Locate the file to company standards
Generally this file structure should be changed to “Reference”
o See document settings, Bill of Material section

Create Simplified Part 2014 (Same as 2013)
o Derived to a New Part Template
o Project file structure
o The file is created from the Simplified View Rep in the Assembly file
o Choose a name for the simplified part file.
o An example is to add _Simplify to the end of the name
o This differentiates it from the other file, yet has a property scheme for searching in Vault
o Locate the file to company standards
o Generally this file structure should be changed to “Reference”
o See document settings, Bill of Material section

Exercise
Steps to follow:
1. Open MA1773-300-E1.iam
2. Option:
a. Delete the Envelopes from the Assembly
3. Choose “Create Simplified Part” Icon
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4. Name the file the same and add _Simplify to the end
5. Use the default Template
6. Keep in current folder

Detailed definition (Part File Level)
Create Part File Level 2013
o Simplify Ribbon
o The Caps is the only Icon feature choice in the Simplification ribbon
o The Caps feature is specifically for patching holes and/or closed looped
o
o
o

openings
Allows for proprietary design information to be hidden
Enlarges the file immensely if the complete file is patched/Caped
Techniques allow for partial elimination of proprietary internal designs

Create Part File Level 2014
o BIM Ready Content Ribbon
o The process for capturing proprietary design files has been

o
o
o

eliminated and therefore the live reference Cad process is
no longer available unless the Cad file is dumbed down to a
basic solid.
The new process thought is pointed at BIM
Building Information Model (BIM)
This process allows for data properties to be transferred from manufactured Cad designs to the
Architectural and construction industries
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Steps to follow:
1. Open MA1773-300-E1_Simplify.ipt
2. Expand the referenced MA1773-77-300.iam
a. Notice the referencing of the specific components captured in
the “Include Components”
3. Right Click in the browser
over the part name and
select Substitute
a. A message appears
and states that
automatic file
updates are turned
off

4. Notice the icon change on the file name and reference name

5. Right Click over the file name and see that the reference can be updated

6. The choice for editing derived Assembly is also located under the reference right click
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Set a workflow diagram
Process a workflow(s); 3D thinking
The workflow process thinking is based on 3D
modeling practices.
The concept of workflow
diagrams is to assist in generating file structure for
3D geometry and not 2D drawings. Organize and
share continuous iterations of designs. When
generating manufacturing designs, one of the final
results is a Bill of Material (BOM). Simplification
assists in that end result of BOM’s in an
engineering/manufacturing realm.
Thinking (Managing) ahead as to the best use of design information can be crucial to streamlining
prototype(s) and final released documents. Whether the final documentation is on paper or digitally down
streamed to ERP, simplifying where and how files are used can produce ROI in a cleaner fashion.
Simplifying 3D CAD data is the basis for workflow diagrams and the overall “Simplification methodology”.
The following is a bulleted list of criteria for workflow driven design methodology:
•

Capability to Drive BOMs from 3D Cad data (Autodesk Inventor)

•

Make it easier for multiple designers to work on a project

•

Don’t let 3D Cad Assemblies be driven from the Manufacturing Assembly Drawing requirement.
Create methods to support the requirements without penalizing engineering 3D Cad structure

•

Create more flexibility in the process to handle design options, Assembly drawings and possible
design changes

•

The ability to create a Bill of Material (BOM) that is accurate and easily exported

These methods must make 3D Cad processes more efficient and documented for consistency throughout
the company. Minimizing the amount of documentation and changes outside of the engineering/Cad
departments allows for designers to be more efficient and consistent. Organization and planning on a
conceptual basis is critical driving towards that digital prototype. The ability to produce accurate and
logical Bills of Material (BOM’s) drives for better business processes. Deriving property data for BIM is
also a business process for collaboration.
Some of the company benefits are:


Better communication with fellow designers/engineers and departments outside of the
design process



Streamlined design process



The ability to handle scope creep in an effective manner



Work with multiple Cad designers, Engineers and design teams effectively
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The business scope incorporates these methodologies and includes thought towards global
manufacturing, purchasing, marketing and sales. The workflow diagram is a large factor in processing
designs in Cad and beyond. The workflow document is highly visible and accessible to the whole team
and company. Planning workflows and simplifying processes are proven factors for a complete ROI.

Creation Steps:

Use Visio SnagIt or an Excel Spreadsheet to
generate a Flow Diagram. The diagram will
depend on your company’s Assemblies, SubAssemblies, part make up and library data.

Example:
A large compressor design is being looked at from an engineering point of view. Based on past designs
you can begin to work on flow diagrams from a Cad file view point. You know that the end result is a very
large data set including thousands of files. From the beginning you are in control of how those
component files are structured in main assemblies, sub-assemblies, single use, shared, etc.
Prototypes to final product release, there is many iteration of proprietary single components designs and
how they interact with other components. How many assemblies are proprietary to you facility and
cannot be shared with outside vendors? Simplification assists by removing proprietary components in the
assembly and also fills in open areas to hide specialized design criteria. One of the most important
workflows is making sure it can reflect changes in the base components.

BIM
Flow diagrams can also be created thinking on a Building Information Modeling (BIM) level.
Modeling structure has a different thought pattern
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Apply the benefits of derived workflows
Company methodologies
The application of Simplification is and will be dependent on your specific company and 3D processes
and workflows. Creating Cad processes at your company is wide open to those who design and draft.
The size and complexity of your product is also a factor defining best practices. Understand and think of
when data referencing incorporates smooth workflows usually in an environment with multiple players on
one project.
Remember to think downstream not only to the current design, but to the lifecycle of the Cad data. Will
other departments be involved with sustaining product models and drawings? Not only should
referencing model data be on the forefront of thought, but also how files are structured for Bill of
Materials, hierarchy of Sub-Assemblies and the final outcome of 2D drawings.

Workflows
There are a number Derived methods to process using Autodesk Inventor 3D. Manipulating components
with sub-assemblies is a critical technique to operate the behavior of large Assemblies. Deriving those
Sub-Assemblies down to Part file levels assist in the control of large Assemblies along with hiding
proprietary design data.
Question your current processes:
o
o
o
o
o

Are most if not all part components in the main Assembly?
Are Sub-Assemblies structured properly?
Have you protected company proprietary designs
Are users waiting on other users to complete work before they can proceed?
Cad file size allocation can be distributed around a large assembly

Conclusions:
My conclusions with working the change from Caps to BIM, is and has been not a methodology change,
but a process change. My testing and workflow analysis has incorporated the envelopes to a much larger
extent in regards to hiding proprietary design criteria.
Autodesk Inventor 3D Cad application for design and drafting contains multiple ways to drive software
workflows. The features utilized for these processes are all cut from a derived methodology. Best
practices vary dependent on your designs.
Experience with 3D Cad applications is a large factor when it comes to thinking of all the ideas for Cad
workflows specifically towards your or your company’s deliverables. Product designs produce ideas and
forethought of Cad workflows assists in the process of productivity.
Stay current with experts best practice tips and tricks. Keep your eye on blogs, magazines and be sure to
see Autodesk for two key areas:
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o
o

Exchange Apps
Idea Station

As stated on page one, I would like to thank the experts on my team for their assistance in
capturing our thinking and producing workflows and processes that propel productivity.
Contributors to these methodologies and assistance with the lecture are the following:
Jason Hunt – Designer @ FS-Elliott Co., LLC
Mike Ostrowski – Project Drafting Supervisor @ FS-Elliott Co., LLC
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